We report the determination of two dimer water potential energy surfaces via direct inversion of spectroscopic data. The first surface, rigid, employs the MCY functional form originally fitted by Clementi and co-workers from ab initio calculations, modified by adjunction of a fifth, uncharged, site to improve the dispersion component. The vibration-rotation-tunneling energy levels were computed by means of the pseudospectral split Hamiltonian method that we developed previously. The fitted surface shows considerable improvement as compared to the original one: transitions among the ground-state manifold are in error by at most 0.2 cm Ϫ1 , and excited state band origins ͑up to 150 cm Ϫ1 ) are reproduced to within 0.5 to 3 cm Ϫ1 . For the second surface, flexible, we used the same modified MCY functional form, considered now to depend on the 12 internal degrees of freedom, and augmented by the monomer potential energy terms. The water dimer is described in its full dimensionality by collision-type coordinates in order to access the whole configuration sampled by this floppy system. Internal motions of the monomers ͑stretches and bends͒ are explicitly considered by invoking an adiabatic separation between the slow ͑intermonomeric͒ and fast ͑intramonomeric͒ modes. This (6ϩ6)d adiabatic formulation allows us to recast the calculations into an equivalent six-dimensional dynamics problem (ϳpseudorigid monomers͒ on an effective potential energy surface. The resulting, fitted, fully flexible dimer potential leads to a much better agreement with experiment than does the rigid version, as examplified by the standard deviation on all observed frequencies being reduced by a factor of 3. It is shown that monomer flexibility is essential in order to reproduce the experimental transitions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Literally hundreds of potential energy surfaces ͑PES͒ exist for use in computer simulations describing the behavior of liquid and solid water, and such activities, along with ab initio molecular dynamics simulations, constitute a major effort in contemporary science. 1 The use of effective PES in this context usually engenders several explicit approximations, viz. ͑1͒ classical dynamics, ͑2͒ pairwise additive PES, and ͑3͒ frozen ͑rigid͒ monomers. Calculations with ab initio molecular dynamics ͑MD͒ methods transcend the latter two, but both approaches are also subject to the limited accuracy of the ab initio methods used to describe the intermolecular forces ͑e.g., density functional theory fails to account for dispersion interactions͒. 2 These approximations have been examined in numerous treatments, 1 but never in a truly definitive manner ͑e.g., either the PES or the dynamical method was approximate͒.
Recently, several [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] PES designed to accurately describe the water dimer have been developed by fitting ͑or ''tuning''͒ ab initio PES to the extensive data sets produced by terahertz vibration-rotation-tunneling ͑VRT͒ spectroscopy. 8, 9 These can be used as the basis for developing more accurate PES for condensed water, and they can provide more definitive tests of the approximations described above. The ''spectroscopic'' PES published thus far ͓labeled VRT ͑ASP-W͒ I, II, and III and SAPT-5St͔ are based on a rigid monomer description and were determined via the associated 6D frozen monomer dynamics calculation. In this paper we describe the determination of two new experimental water dimer PES ͓rigid VRT͑MCY-5r͒ and flexible VRT͑MCY-5f͔͒ based on the ab initio MCY PES of Clementi and co-workers, 10 and we explicitly examine the effects of including water monomer flexibility. The development of an accurate water dimer potential is needed to compute the IR shifts of the monomers, and in the study of processes such as vibrational predissociation, or dimerization in the gas phase. Once such an accurate dimer potential is available, one also can address the role of flexibility in the prediction of observed tunneling frequencies in the dimer, and its possible consequences for larger clusters.
The flexible calculations presented here can also serve as a benchmark for the nonrigid quantum Monte Carlo method, 11, 12 or approximate formulations such as the vibrational self-consistent field [13] [14] [15] or the initial value representation 16, 17 approaches. The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we first describe the modification made to the original MCY PES, and present the rigid dimer potential VRT͑MCY-5r͒ obtained from fitting to (H 2 O) 2 experimental transitions. In Sec. III, we introduce the exact quantum formulation describing the flexible water dimer, and discuss the adiabatic approximation invoked to perform the calculations. This is then used in Sec. IV to derive a flexible dimer potential VRT͑MCY-5f͒ from the (H 2 O) 2 experimental data. In this section, we fully address the role of flexibility when comparing to experimental VRT transitions. Finally, Sec. V concludes and considers some directions for future work.
II. FITTING A RIGID DIMER POTENTIAL
In this section, we first recall the original rigid monomer ͑6D͒ formalism that we previously elaborated, 18, 19 and apply it to the MCY potential energy surface of Clementi and co-workers. 10 A slight modification to this potential is then introduced. This modified potential is then fitted to experimental results and shown to lead to a much better agreement.
A. Rigid monomer formalism
This formalism has already been described in two previous papers, 18, 19 the reader being referred to these for detailed information. We briefly sketch it below in order to show how it can be extended to flexible monomers, as in the next section.
The description of nuclear motions in complexes comprising two polyatomic fragments A and B was first studied by Brocks et al. 20 In the case where these fragments can be considered as rigid, these authors gave an explicit expression for the quantum Hamiltonian ͓see Eqs. ͑24͒ and ͑30͒ in their paper, and also Ref. 21 for many examples͔, which reads as
where R is the distance between the centers-of-mass of the two monomers A and B, and AB their reduced mass; H rot X and j X are, respectively, the rigid rotational Hamiltonian and total angular momentum of monomer X ͓see Eq. ͑30͒ of Ref.
20͔; jϭj
A ϩj B is the coupled internal rotational angular momentum; JϭjϩL the total angular momentum ͑L is the relative angular momentum between the monomer centers-ofmass͒; and ⍀ X ϵ( X , X , X ) represents the Euler angles defining the orientation of monomer X in the dimer body-fixed ͑BF͒ frame.
Spectral representation
The kinetic energy operator displays a simple expression in the overall basis set
where ͕͉n͖͘ is an appropriate basis for the interfragment distance R; ͕͉ j X ,k X , X ͖͘ is a Wigner basis set describing the rotation of monomer X; and ͕͉J,K,M ͖͘ is the Wigner basis set associated with the overall rotation of the complex. The basis B can be projected onto the different irreducible representations ͑irrep͒ ⌫ of the G 16 molecular symmetry group governing the energy levels 22 
Bϭ
͉ j A ,k A , A ͘ ͉ j B ,k B , B ͘ ͉J,K,M ͘.
Grid representation
The most compact representation for the potential energy
This grid is restricted to points where the potential energy is lower than some threshold V max , and only non-symmetry-equivalent points are stored, which typically corresponds to a dimension of around 10 6 .
Iterative calculation of energy levels
As very large bases have to be considered in order to converge energy levels of interest for the water dimer, we resort to an iterative method based on the Lanczos algorithm. 23 It consists of repetitive actions of the Hamiltonian operator on a seed vector ͉u 0 ͘ ␤ nϩ1 ͉u nϩ1 ͘ϭ͑HϪ␣ n ͉͒u n ͘Ϫ␤ n ͉u nϪ1 ͘,
͑3͒
in order to construct the requisite Krylov space Kϭ͕͉u n ͖͘.
In this space, H is tridiagonal and symmetric ␣ n ϭ͗u n ͉H͉u n ͘, ␤ nϩ1 ϭ͗u nϩ1 ͉Hͦu n ͘.
͑4͒
Diagonalization of H in the K space first produces converged energy levels which are located in the sparse part of the spectrum, i.e., its low energy region. The different symmetries ⌫ can be independently studied by defining a seed vector ͉u 0 ͘ belonging to a given symmetry-adapted subspace ͕͉n͘ ͉;⌫͖͘. As the Hamiltonian operator belongs to the totally symmetrical irrep A 1 ϩ of G 16 , the above Lanczos scheme will confine the resulting Krylov space to the same irrep as ͉u 0 ͘.
The action of H on a vector ͉u n ͘ is performed by means of the pseudospectral split Hamiltonian ͑PSSH͒ method as briefly described here. The effect of the kinetic energy operator can be calculated in the spectral representation, where it is analytical. To apply the potential term V, one switches to the grid representation where it is diagonal, i.e., the amplitude of the wave function at each point
B ,R p ͖ is simply multiplied by the value of the potential at that point. After multiplication, the wave function is then back-transformed to the spectral representation. Such a pseudospectral scheme is equivalent to a multiple quadrature of Gaussian accuracy if the grid points coincide with the zeros of analytical functions.
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B. The rigid MCY potential
Using the above scheme, energy levels have been computed up to 150 cm Ϫ1 of internal excitation for the MCY dimer potential. 10 Convergence of transition frequencies between nondegenerate A and B symmetry levels to within 0.01 cm Ϫ1 was achieved by employing a Wigner basis set specified by j max ϭ10 on each monomer. For this particular PES, degenerate E levels require a somewhat larger basis ( j max у11). Overall basis set sizes ranged from 73 000 for Jϭ0 to 220 000 for Jϭ1 calculations. The corresponding symmetry-reduced grid ͑independent of total J) spans ca. 10 6 points. Due to the use of a Lanczos iterative scheme, the lowest four Jϭ0 energy levels of each symmetry converge in about 15 min of CPU time on a Pentium IV Xeon PC. This time increases to 60 min for Jϭ1 calculations.
A comparison between experimental 8,25,26 ͑bold figures͒ and calculated ͑figures in parentheses͒ transition frequencies appears in Fig. 1 . Diagram ͑a͒ focuses on the splittings associated with the Jϭ0,1 ground states, while ͑b͒ displays the band origins of low energy intermolecular vibrations. As noted before, 18, 19 this surface leads to interchange splittings (A i Ϯ →B i Ϯ transitions͒ that are much too small, and acceptor splittings ͑such as the a 0 and a 1 values͒ that are too large by almost a factor of 2.
C. Modifying the rigid MCY potential
The original MCY pair potential 10 corresponds to the sum of the Coulomb interaction in the form of point charges (ϩq on the hydrogens and Ϫ2q located on the water C 2 axis near the oxygen͒, and a series of exponentials to model the short range exchange repulsion (A OO has been set to 10 Ϫ1 ϫ⌬E t obs for all observed transitions. For the fit presented below, only transitions between nondegenerate (A/B) levels were considered. The reason is that E levels require significantly larger angular basis sets, and thus would render the calculation much more costly. The experimental transitions ⌫͓nJK͔→⌫Ј͓nЈJЈKЈ͔ actually used in the fit are listed in Table I. In the above notation, n stands for the nth vibrational level ͑starting from nϭ1) of symmetry ⌫ associated with a total angular momentum projection number K. Some of the transitions appearing in this table are actually symmetry forbidden, but were fit from experimental data and correspond to band origins. We also incorporated in the fit a well depth D e of 4.95 kcal/mol as obtained in the largest ab initio calculations performed 28 -31 at fixed equilibrium monomer geometry.
The matrix of derivatives is determined via the Hellman-Feynman theorem
As the potential expression is particularly simple in this case, analytical derivatives ‫ץ‬V/‫ץ‬p k were used for the first nine parameters, while the last two were numerically computed by finite differences. The pseudospectral scheme previously described for handling the potential term can be straightforwardly applied here by expressing the derivatives on the same six-dimensional grid. Figure 1 presents a comparison between observed ͑bold figures͒ and calculated transitions, obtained at the end of the fitting procedure. The transitions obtained from the original MCY potential ͑without the virtual site͒ are recalled in parentheses in this figure. It can be seen that all transitions energies have been greatly improved, especially the donoracceptor splittings. The resulting standard deviation rms ϭͱ1/N t ͚͕⌬E t obs Ϫ⌬E t calc ͖ 2 takes the value 3.62 (cm Ϫ1 ), down from 65.6 for the original MCY potential. Table II gives the new set of parameters for the fitted potential VRT͑MCY-5r͒, the main changes in these parameters concerning the repulsion and dispersion linear terms. The equilibrium geometry and the rotational constants reported in this table were averaged over the ground A 1 ϩ wave function
the above integral being efficiently computed by the same pseudospectral scheme as already used for the potential term. We used the naming conventions given in Fig. 3 to describe this equilibrium geometry.
III. FLEXIBLE MONOMER CALCULATIONS
In this section, we show how one can make use of an adiabatic decoupling between the intra-and intermolecular modes to make the calculations feasible. This allows us to recast the flexible monomer formulation into that for the rigid case, provided one uses for the intermolecular modes an adiabatic potential generated by the intramolecular coordinates.
A. Flexible monomer formalism
In order to describe the VRT dynamics of the water dimer in its full dimensionality, six intramolecular coordinates must be added to the intermolecular coordinates 
Well depth D e 1730.7
a Calculated from observed transitions. Band origins obtained by fitting all the observed FIR data to the appropriate energy level expressions.
HϭϪ
where T VR X represents the vibration-rotation kinetic energy operator ͑KEO͒ of monomer X
͑8͒
In the above expressions, ϭ2m H .m O /(2m H ϩm O ) and m ϭm H /2 are the reduced masses associated with the R and r variables, respectively, and l represents the angular momen- tum associated with the r motion. j X , jϭj A ϩj B , and Jϭj ϩL have the same meaning as in the rigid rotor formulation ͑Sec. II A͒.
An exact quantum calculation explicitly treating all 12 internal degrees of freedom is not possible for the time being, due to the computational demands. However, the above expression ͓Eq. ͑7͔͒ can serve as a starting point for an approximate treatment as discussed below.
The central concept is that for the intramolecular modes of the water dimer, a single quantum of excitation energy would break the hydrogen bond. This implies that only the ground vibrational state for these modes should be considered in a first approximation ͑as long as one is not interested in vibrational predissociation of the dimer͒.
Such an adiabatic approximation was recently applied by Klopper, Quack, and Suhm 33, 34 to a (4ϩ2)d treatment of the HF dimer, in which the eigenvalues of the two HF stretches define effective potential surfaces for the intermolecular dynamics (4d). In this approach, different rotational constants B e were used for the monomer subunits depending on the number of excitation quanta.
A similar adiabatic approximation, denoted (6ϩ6)d, can be invoked here in order to separate out the internal degrees of freedom into two groups:
denoted collectively Q, which will govern the dynamics on the adiabatic potential defined with respect to the fast motion. Our approach will, however, differ in the way we treat the rotational constants B x , B y , and B z associated with each monomer, retaining their explicit dependence on the Euler angles ⍀ A and ⍀ B , as will be shown later on.
In order to apply this adiabatic decoupling scheme, one first separates out the total Hamiltonian ͓Eq. ͑8͔͒ into two parts
where H intra (Q) represents the intramolecular vibrational Hamiltonian at fixed intermolecular geometry Q
that is, T V X corresponds to reducing T VR X to the j X ϭ0 case, and T inter is to be specified later on. The adiabatic decoupling then consists of repetitively solving the six-dimensional vibrational equation for the the intramolecular modes
in order to define the adiabatic potential E n A n B (Q), where n X stands for the three indices n s ͑symmetric stretch͒, n b ͑bend-ing͒, and n a ͑antisymmetric stretch͒ labeling the vibrational modes of monomer X. Such a six-dimensional calculation has to be performed at every point of the six-dimensional intermolecular Q grid (Ӎ10 6 points͒. In order to make this efficient, we used the following semiperturbative scheme at each geometry Q: 
͑iv͒ the remaining term V AB (q A ,q B ;Q) can be taken into account by perturbation
In fact, we will show in Sec. III C that this correction, which is very small but very demanding on computation, as it results from a six-dimensional integration, can be omitted with negligible effects on the transition energies.
Let us now consider the definition of the T inter term, which appears in Eq. ͑9͒ as the result of separating the total Hamiltonian into intra-and intermolecular contributions. The main consequence of having defined a Q-dependent vibrational basis set ͓Eq. ͑12͔͒ is to make the B's coefficients entering the rotational KEO depending explicitly on the Euler angles ⍀ A and ⍀ B , as well as on the R separation. It is thus necessary to reformulate these operators in a consistent way. Within an adiabatically constrained model for the KEO, Gatti et al. 37 have shown that in such a case the correct expression for the rotational KEO associated with molecule X is given by
where B x , B y , B yz ϭB zy and B z are the rotational constants associated with the instantaneous internal geometry specified by the (r,R,) Jacobi coordinates
The presence of the off-diagonal B yz term originates from the loss of the C 2v symmetry for the water molecule in the bound dimer. Equation ͑16͒ can be recast into the more compact expression
In the following, we will neglect the effect of the B yz ϭB zy contributions, as those terms are at least 2 orders of magnitude smaller due to being very close to /2 in the optimized geometry q opt defined earlier. This approximation typically changes the rotational energies by less than 10 Ϫ4 in relative values.
The final expression retained for the intermolecular KEO, denoted T inter , is
If we denote ͕X M ͖ the basis set associated with the intermolecular coordinates, and ⌽ N a shorthand notation for the ⌽ n A n B (q A ,q B ;Q) adiabatic states defined in Eq. ͑12͒, the matrix elements of the total Hamiltonian in the overall basis set will read as
In a near-adiabatic approximation, we do not allow for coupling between different adiabatic ⌽ N states, which simplifies the above expression as
One can then invoke a Franck-Condon-type approximation
where the T inter operator is evaluated for the optimized (q opt A ,q opt B ) internal geometry corresponding to the instantaneous Q intermolecular configuration. This simplification is justified because each molecule is in its ground vibrational state, for which the harmonic approximation is almost exact. The B matrices appearing in Eq. ͑22͒ will thus be evaluated for the optimized internal geometry corresponding to the Q geometry
Computation of the T R A ϩT R B terms is about one order of magnitude more expensive than in the rigid case because one has to switch from the spectral to the grid representation several times in order to compute them. As this transformation is the most time-consuming part of the algorithm, this also slows down the whole calculation by one order of magnitude. We have thus investigated the approximation of averaging the B X matrices over the Euler angles FIG. 5 . Changes in the intermolecular potential due to flexibility: ⌬V rlx is the static decrease in energy upon relaxation of the monomer geometries; ⌬ZPE corresponds to the lowering of the zero-point energy of the monomers embedded in the dimer; ⌬E 0 corresponds to the sum of these contributions. These R-dependent quantities have been obtained from averaging over the Euler angles ͓Eq. ͑32͔͒.
where ␣ is some constant (ϳ10 3 a.u.), while explicitly retaining the R dependence. This approximation allows us to recast the flexible formulation into a rigid one ͓Eq. ͑1͔͒, except for the rotational constants B x X , B y X , and B z X , which depend now on the separation R
The actual angular dependence
is retrieved by first-order perturbation theory applied to the intermolecular eigenstates ͕⌿ n (R,⍀
͑27͒
We will show in Sec. III C that this simplification essentially gives the exact transition energies. We will also investigate further approximations for the definition of the rotational constants B X .
B. Definition of the flexible MCY potential
For definition of the flexible potential, we employ the expansion
where V H 2 O (q) is the JPT2 empirical potential determined by Tennyson and collaborators, 38 and V MCY Ј is the modified MCY potential defined in Sec. II C. This form guarantees that the dimer potential will exhibit the correct asymptotic behavior upon dissociation. In the above equation, the V MCY Ј potential is now evaluated for the instantaneous 12D geometry, and no longer for the water molecules in their equilibrium geometry (q eq A ,q eq B ) as in Sec. II. It should be noted here that no new parameters have been introduced in the definition of the flexible potential ͓Eq. ͑28͔͒, that is, it depends on the same 11 parameters ͑see Sec. II D͒ as in the rigid case.
As discussed in Sec. III A, flexibility will modify the intermolecular potential in two ways:
͑i͒ First, at every Q geometry the dimer energy is lowered due to relaxation of the monomer geometries ⌬V rlx ͑ Q͒ϭV͑q opt A ,q opt B ,Q͒ϪV͑q eq A ,q eq B ,Q͒; ͑29͒ ͑ii͒ the zero-point energies ͑ZPE͒ of the water molecules embedded in the dimer differ from their isolated values ⌬ZPE͑Q͒ϭZPE͑Q͒Ϫ2ZPE H 2 O . ͑30͒
These two quantities represent the change from a rigid to a flexible potential
In Fig. 5 we present the dependence of these two quantities, ⌬V rlx and ⌬ZPE, on the separation distance R, resulting from averaging over the Euler angles
͑32͒
where ⌿ 0 is the ground (A 1 ϩ ) intermolecular wave function as determined from this potential.
In order to fit such a flexible potential, the HellmanFeynman procedure referred to in Sec. II D will require the derivatives of the adiabatic potential E n A n B (Q) with respect to the parameters ͕p k ͖. From the definition ͑15͒ of this potential, its derivatives will be given as 
where we have ignored the V AB coupling term shown above to be negligible. The derivatives of the E n X X contributions are obtained from a second Hellman-Feynman scheme ͑applied to the intramolecular coordinates͒, that is
͑34͒
Any approximation made in the evaluation of the energy derivatives ‫ץ‬E/‫ץ‬p k will not change the value of the minimum eventually obtained at the completion of the LevenbergMarquardt scheme, but only modify the path followed to reach it.
C. Test calculations
In Table III we present the results of calculations testing the different approximations made in the flexible formulation. These results correspond to tests conducted with the potential energy surface obtained at the end of the fitting procedure.
In this table ͑i͒ B(R,⍀) means the actual angular dependence of the B matrices ͓Eq. ͑21͔͒; ͑ii͒ B (R)ϩ⌬B corresponds to retrieving the angular dependence effect from perturbation theory ͓Eqs. ͑24͒-͑27͔͒; ͑iii͒ B (R) ignores this angular dependence, and only uses the values averaged over the angles ͓Eq. ͑24͔͒; ͑iv͒ B equ defines the constants from the averaged monomer equilibrium geometry in the dimer; ͑v͒ B ϱ uses the asymptotical values ͑dissociated dimer͒ of the rotational constants; and ͑vi͒ B (R),V AB , which should be compared to the B (R) results, tests the influence of the intramolecular sixdimensional V AB (q A ,q B ) term ͓Eq. ͑13͔͒.
From this series of tests, it first appears that a perturbative treatment of the angular dependent term ⌬B(R,⍀) essentially gives the exact transition values, the difference being at most 0.006 cm Ϫ1 for all the transitions considered in the fit. The next column of Table III shows that ignoring this ⌬B term constitutes a very good approximation, which reproduces the exact values to better than 1%, except for the B 2 Ϫ ͓100͔→B 2 ϩ ͓111͔. Using the values corresponding to the dimer equilibrium geometry (B equ ) basically reproduces the B (R) results, but one can note larger discrepancies for the higher transitions. Interestingly, using the monomer equilibrium geometry (B ϱ ) leads to the smallest standard deviation, but to the largest 2 value. Apart, from the B ϱ case, the 2 values show that the results stay essentially similar as long as a reasonable definition of the rotational constants is used.
The last column (B (R),V AB ), which should be compared to the B (R) one, displays the results of explicitly considering the V AB coupling term in the evaluation of the sixdimensional ZPE of the intramolecular modes ͓Eq. ͑15͔͒. It can be seen that neglect of this term produces marginal changes, being at most 0.04 cm Ϫ1 for the ground transitions, and 0.2 cm Ϫ1 for the band origins.
IV. FULL DIMENSIONALITY RESULTS
We show in this section that considering a flexible potential with the same number of parameters ͑11͒ as for the rigid case allows us to achieve a much better fit of the VRT transitions. We further assess the effect of flexibility by performing calculations on this fitted flexible potential but rigidified, that is, reduced to the rigid case ͑6D͒, and show that the results are essentially identical to those obtained from the rigid SAPT5S dimer potential ͑untuned͒ of Szalewicz et al. 4 This flexible potential is then used to compute the infrared spectral shifts, and we compare them to experimental values. Finally, we use the flexible potential, fitted exclusively with the (H 2 O) 2 transitions, to predict those of the (D 2 O) 2 species, and compare against experimental results.
A. Fitted flexible potential †VRT"MCY-5f… ‡
Using the formalism given in Sec. III, we fit a flexible pair potential VRT͑MCY-5f͒ without considering the transitions involving degenerate E states. An attempt to include those transitions in the fit yielded only marginal changes in the results. E-state data are not independent of those already fit, as they involve transitions between E states associated with the A/B states explicitly considered in the analysis. Very small bifurcation splittings do depend explicitly on the E states, but these were not included in the present analysis. Figure 6 presents a comparison between observed and calculated transitions obtained from the final fit. The transitions obtained from the previously fitted rigid potential VRT͑MCY-5r͒ are recalled in parentheses in this figure.
Comparing with these latter values, it can be seen that inclusion of flexibility systematically improves the agreement with the observed transitions ͑it is reiterated that only the same set of 11 parameters was used in this fit, the PJT2 monomer potential being left unchanged during the fitting process͒, yielding a standard deviation of 1.23 cm Ϫ1 , down from 3.62 cm Ϫ1 for the fitted rigid potential. The new parameters are displayed in Table II , together with the equilibrium geometry and rotational constants ͓averaged over the ground A 1 ϩ wave function; see Eq. ͑6͔͒. The virtual site introduced in our modified MCY potential ͑Sec. II C͒ is now very close to the oxygen atom (d VS ϳ0.04 Å). Although this value is very small, an attempt to fit the experimental data while fixing this site on the oxygen atom significantly degraded the results, yielding a standard deviation of 2.5 cm Ϫ1 , and a 2 value of 6.04. Table IV gives the 12D equilibrium geometry of the relaxed dimer. Flexibility increases the D e value by only 65 cm Ϫ1 ͑0.18 kcal/mol͒, but results in an increase much larger in D 0 (ϳ190 cm Ϫ1 ). The reason stems from the change in the value of the intramolecular ZPE, which is lowered in the dimer due to hydrogen bonding ͑see Fig. 5͒ . Of particular interest in the ground-state splitting diagram ͓Fig. 6͑a͔͒ is the sum a 0 ϩa 1 of the (H 2 O) 2 acceptor tunneling splittings, which has been measured experimentally to be 13.92 cm Ϫ1 . This quantity was not used in the fitting process as it involves E states, and can be defined as
using our conventions ͑see Table I͒ . The value computed from the fitted surface is 13.87 cm Ϫ1 , in nearly perfect coincidence with the experiment. This result supports our preceding remark concerning the nonindependence of transitions involving E states with respect to those involving A/B states. Rigid calculations performed on the fitted potential VRT͑MCY-5r͒ lead to a value of 14.08 cm Ϫ1 , also in close agreement. TABLE IV. Equilibrium geometry of the relaxed dimer for the VRT͑MCY-5f͒ dimer potential; the notations are defined in Fig. 3 . Distances are in Å, angles in degrees.
Relaxed geometry R OO 3.034 
B. Assessing the role of flexibility
The most important result deduced from this study concerns the much better agreement achieved when using a flexible potential as compared to a rigid one. As the functional form ͑with 11 free parameters͒ retained in the two cases was identical, except for the presence of the monomer contributions V H 2 O (q), these latter terms must be responsible for the improvement. They enter the definition of the adiabatic potential through the change in the ZPE that they contribute to, and the intramolecular geometry relaxation effect they generate ͑see Fig. 5͒ .
In order to assess the role of these flexible monomer terms, we have run rigid ͑6D͒ calculations using the VRT͑MCY-5f͒ potential restricted to the monomer equilibrium geometry, that is the rigid version of our fitted flexible pair potential
The results, depicted in Fig. 8 In the same figure we compare with the results obtained from the original ͑untuned͒ ab initio SAPT5S rigid pair potential of Szalewicz et al. 4 given in parentheses. The striking point is that both sets of transitions coincide within a few hundredths of a wave number for all transitions involving the Jϭ0 and Jϭ1 ground vibrational states ͓Fig. 8͑a͔͒. ͑Notice, however, that some of these transitions are in error by several wave numbers with respect to the experimental values.͒ In order to rationalize the coincidence of the two sets of results, let us consider as a working hypothesis that our fitted flexible potential is essentially exact ͑at least for the low energy range considered in this work͒. Similarly, consider the SAPT5S potential as a nearly exact representation of the true pair potential when the monomers are fixed at their equi- in order to reproduce the experimental VRT data, constitutes an artificial improvement of the surface: it compensates for the missing key ingredient of the actual pair potential, viz., flexibility of the monomers.
C. Infrared shifts
The flexible dimer potential allows us to compute the IR shifts, within the adiabatic approximation invoked earlier. At each intermolecular geometry Q, one identifies the acceptor (a) and donor (d) molecules from the shortest H¯O distance between unbound atoms ͑see Fig. 3͒ ; namely, the hydrogen defines the donor and the oxygen the acceptor. One can then attribute the bound (O-H b ) and free (O-H f ) hydrogen-oxygen frequencies of the donor molecule to the lowest and highest stretch frequencies, respectively. Similarly, the symmetric and antisymmetric stretches of the acceptor molecule are assigned according to increasing frequencies. This procedure allows us to define six excited adiabatic potentials
each one corresponding to a single excitation quantum in one of the six intramolecular modes. Band origins for the IR transitions are computed as the energy difference between the lowest tunneling (A 1 ϩ ) level associated with such an excited adiabatic potential E n (X) and the lowest tunneling (A 1 ϩ ) level of the lowest adiabatic potential (E 0 )
The computed frequencies are compared to the experimental values [39] [40] [41] in Table V . The first three rows of Table V present a comparison between experimental monomer transition frequencies and those obtained from the method used to calculate the dimer intramolecular ZPE ͑Sec. III A͒. It constitutes a check that the parameters used in the calculations provide a sufficient accuracy. The following rows report the calculated band origins, as well as their experimental values. [39] [40] [41] The values in parentheses correspond to frequencies calculated at the equilibrium geometry, i.e., without averaging over the intramolecular wave function. On the whole, averaging tends to increase these values, except for the bending frequencies. One can note that the calculated transitions involving the donor molecule (d) are in better agreement with the experimental values, particularly the oxygen-free hydrogen (O-H f ) frequency. For the acceptor transitions (a), the calculated shifts in energy appear exaggerated as compared to the experimental values : measured acceptor transitions are almost identical to those of the free monomer.
D. "D 2 O… 2 results
In order to assess the accuracy of the fitted flexible surface, we used it to predict VRT transitions of the (D 2 O) 2 isotopomer. No change was made in the code except for the mass of the hydrogen atom. The results are compared in Fig.  9 to the experimental values of Braly et al. 9 It can be seen first that the donor-acceptor interchange splittings are quite well described, even though they are reduced by almost a factor of 20 as compared to (H 2 O) 2 
V. DISCUSSION
In this work, we showed that the wealth of experimental results accumulated for the water dimer (H 2 O) 2 allowed us to determine, or more precisely, to refine an existing potential energy surface via direct inversion of spectroscopic data. The functional form initially retained in this study was the rigid MCY potential of Clementi and co-workers, originally fitted from ab initio calculations. This PES displays the Coulomb interaction, short-range repulsion, and dispersion terms, but no polarization. A fit of a polarizable rigid MCY PES to the same set of experimental data is under progress.
The determination of a PES by fitting to experimental data is particularly efficient for the flexible case considered here. As the potential now depends on 12 degrees of freedom, fitting from ab initio calculations would require sampling a tremendous number of geometries. Furthermore, one knows a priori a zero-order description of this PES by means of the one-body terms ͓Eq. ͑28͔͒. Spectroscopic accuracy has already been achieved for these terms from previous fitting to experimental results. The fit of the flexible surface thus deals only with the correction with respect to this zero-order description.
Flexibility was included in our calculations by defining Jacobi-type intramolecular coordinates, which minimize the coupling to intermolecular ones. This 12-dimensional system was handled by means of a (6ϩ6)d adiabatic separation between intra-and intermolecular coordinates. This formulation allowed us to recast the flexible calculation into a rigid one using the adiabatic energy as an effective potential. Our calculations have shown that flexibility plays a crucial role in the description of the acceptor tunneling splitting: its value is modified by the change in the adiabatic zero-point energy with respect to the intermolecular geometry. This was demonstrated by doing test calculations using a rigidified version of the fitted flexible dimer potential: it produced transitions nearly identical to those originating from the high quality rigid SAPT5S ͑untuned͒ potential of Szalewicz and coworkers.
The flexible dimer potential obtained in this study reaches a near-spectroscopic accuracy for all transitions reported in the microwave and far-infrared regions. However, its predictions of intramolecular IR shifts are less satisfactory. This can be attributed to the very simple functional form used: the expression we retained, identical to the rigid case, has to account for the changes in intramolecular frequencies of the molecules imbedded in the dimer. A better expression for the potential is under study, which will allow us to include the IR shifts in the experimental fitting data, as well as the transitions measured for the (D 2 O) 2 isotopomer.
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